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Abstract. Recently, the software virus Ransomware spread like a cyclone wind.
As a cyclone wind creates atmospheric instability, Ransomware similarly creates
computer data instability. Each user moves in the direction of digitization. The
user securely holds data in his/her computer, but what if the data are “abducted”.
Ransomware is a software virus that parses user data. This software can lock the
system in a manner in which a person is forced to pay a ransom to retrieve
his/her data. Ransomware attacks not only home computers but also company
computers. This software virus encrypts data such that it cannot be deciphered by
a regular individual. Thus, an individual has to pay the ransom to decrypt the data.
However, the generated ﬁles are unrecognized by the computer system. This study
provides an intensive review of the WannaCry Ransomware, its eﬀect on the
world of information, and the preventive measures implemented to control this
Ransomware.
1 Introduction
Security needs can be dramatically diﬀerentiated depending on risk activity and potential
threats to these assets [1]. Executing and maintaining security may not be particularly
troublesome or costly if the assets are eﬀortlessly supplanted or if threats that could
compromise security exist [2]. In addition, security maintenance of sensitive data will
be an exceptional asset concentration. The purpose of an implementation overview is to
identify real needs and determine whether the approach and methodology are consistent
with these requirements.
Security has been a major concern since the start of networked computers [3]. Prior to
the 1990s, systems were moderately phenomenal, and the total population was not
composed of major Internet users [4]. In these circumstances, security was not so crit‐
ical—in any case, an increasingly sensitive information network started to gain impor‐
tance. During the 1970s and 1980s, specialists and researchers with Internet access
indulged in useful mock attacks across the network. These mock attacks were harmless;
however, in any case, they discovered safety gaps in ARPANET (the forerunner to today’s
Internet) [5].
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